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Sustainability Approach

Affording a resilient community
The problems Hershey is facing cannot be solved sustainably with one single
building or masterplan. Instead the town can, as a community, fight decline
by slowly evolving an array of different resilient and extrovert programs. I
am proposing one of such programs to assist and initiate the socially and
economically regenerative process of Hershey.
The towns lack of social capacity, which is a direct result of the negative
economic and environmental forces at play, will be addressed by a new
community structure for the inhabitants of Hershey. It is designed with an
integrated robust and self-sufficient economic generator to support the social
functions it will grant its users.
Due to scarcity of materials and economic stakeholders the majority of the
structure is composed of parts and materials from the surrounding landscape.
These materials are assembled by reversible joints and kept as non-compound
materials to ensure ease of transformation and disassembly in the future. The
process of assembly requires minimum machinery and but much manual work
for the inhabitants, strengthening the community during the
construction process.
The cultural situation and rich architectural history of Cuba, and Hershey,
outlines design potentials and pitfalls outlined by my investigations in context,
history, anthropology and architecture. The programme builds on this
knowledge to form spaces acting as natural attractors for social encounters
and events in a Cuban context.
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Project overview

Location Hershey, Cuba
Ownership Cooperative
Size 1 048 m2

Section 1:100

Programme Aquaculture
Daily fish production 396 kg
Daily feed input 1 894 kg
Located in Hershey, a former industrial town on the
north cost of Cuba, the pavilion utilizes an aquacultural
system to generate an economic foundation for
the social spaces it is offering the community. Three
courtyards made of rammed earth form the social and
structural cores of the building. Their different sizes and
neighbouring functions offer different uses and levels of
privacy.
The pavilion is managed by the Hershey Aquaculture
Cooperative which is owned by the inhabitants of
Hershey who have been involved in the construction
process and the maintenance pf the structure. The
structure is constructed of used rail tracks and soil
available in the immediate surroundings of the project
site.
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Context

Context

Cuba

The Republic of Cuba is an island state located
between the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic
Ocean. It has a population of 11 million and an area
of 110,860 square kilometres. The Island is located
in the tropical climate zone and has a communist
government instated by the Castro revolution.

3100 BC

Timeline
Humans

1492

Cuba’s earliest inhabitants colonized the island
in the 4th millennium BC. These Neolithic cultures
utilised ground, stone, shell tools for constructions
and ornaments. They lived a lifestyle based on
fishing, hunting and collecting wild plants.

1902

Independence

In 1898 the United States goes to war
with Spain in the Spanish-American War
and defeat the Spanish at the Battle of
San Juan Hill. The U.S. wins the war and
becomes a protectorate of Cuba. In
1902 Cuba gains independence and
Guantanamo Bay is leased to the United
States. Cuba keep close ties to the U.S. for
the following decades.

1959

Spanish

On his first voyage to the Americas in 1492,
Christopher Columbus sailed south from what
is now known as the Bahamas to explore the
northeast coast of Cuba. Columbus, who was
searching for a route to India, believed the
island to be a peninsula of the Asian mainland.
The first sighting of a Spanish ship approaching
the island was on 28 October 1492. The Spanish
began to create permanent settlements on the
island of Hispaniola, east of Cuba, soon after
Columbus voyage.

Revolution

In the late 50’s Fidel Castro, a young
lawyer, fights a guerrilla war against the
Batista regime. A growing anti-Batista
resistance led to chaos in the country. With
the military situation becoming untenable,
Batista fled on 1 January 1959. Castro took
over power and formed a communist
dictatorship.

1991

1996
Decline

The collapse of the Soviet Union in late
1991 left Cuba paralyzed due to the
economy’s narrow basis, focused on just
a few products, including sugar, with just
a few buyers. National oil supplies, which
were mostly imported, were severely
reduced. Over 80% of Cuba’s trade was
lost and living conditions declined.

Embargo

The US embargo was reinforced in 1996
by the Helms–Burton Act which penalizes
foreign companies that do business in
Cuba by preventing them from doing
business in the U.S.

Sources:
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-19576144w
https://www.ducksters.com/geography/country/cuba_history_timeline.php
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Context

Architecture

Cuban architecture has a rich history defined by various
colonial building styles. Generally it can be described
by five elements; Courtyards, Porches, High ceilings,
Shutters and Vegetation.

Courtyards

The courtyards are centrally
placed plazas inside buildings
used for flow space, social
events and functional space.
They are extremely versatile
and can accommodate
various uses depending on the
building programme.

Porches

The porches are raised
platforms located between
the inside of the building and
its perimeter. It can be used
as a place for socializing or
relaxing and sometimes also
as a functional space. The
porch usually ends with a small
barrier or fence.

High Ceilings

The high ceilings are apparent
in all colonial style buildings
and gives the structure more
spaces for cool air to move
through. In many places the
ceiling is so high that I can be
divided into two stories with an
additional deck known as a
“barbacoa”.
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Shutters

The shutters are used instead
of windows in a large portion
of the build structures of
Cuban. Contrary to windows
they can keep the sun out
and provide ventilation at the
same time, making them ideal
for the hot and humid climate.

Vegetation

The Cuban vegetation is
largely defined by its location
in the tropical climate zone,
but its high humidity allows
many species to thrive on the
Island. In architecture plants
are usually used as a shading
and cooling device but often
palms and other decorative
plants are also incorporated.
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Context

Courtyard case study: O’Reilly 458

1922

O’Reilly 458 is apartment building located in the center
of the Old Havana. See appendix 2 for model images.

The courtyard is a private space for the family which
owns and inhabits the building. Its slim and long shape
is a direct result of the tightly build Havana Vieja. With
permission from the state the structure of the shop is
reinforced thereby transforming it into one open space
from the street to the courtyard.
The courtyard is used for relaxing, socializing and
cultural events such as dancing Cuban rumba or
dinners. With the other Havana courtyards, it is one of
the social gathering places that developed the Cuban
culture before the revolution. The courtyard also holds
the toilet in the far end away from the house. It is the
breathing hole for a family in a dense city and draws
down cold air in wind but will remain hot on windless
days.

Transformation 1922-2019

Along with the rest of Havana the most drastic event
for O’Reilly 458 was the Cuban revolution. The original
pre 20th century shop in the bottom and the later built
two upper stories was only intended for a few families
living in wealth and with plenty of indoor and outdoor
spaces for social and cultural activities. After having
been used for both housing and storage following the
1959 revolution the building partially collapsed from the
overload of new inhabitants.
The structures and the courtyard have been redefined
by the new users to accommodate the spatial
necessities associated with turning an apartment
building for wealthy into a small city for poor and former
homeless. The social possibilities, exclusiveness and
ownership feeling of the courtyard have been sacrificed
in this process leaving only room for functional elements
stripped of add-on aesthetics.

1952

The courtyard is a communal space for the two or three
families living in the building. During the second quarter
of the 20th century it has been expanded from a onestory shop to a three-story building with apartments on
the top.
The building has also expanded ten meters backwards
into the city block thereby taking up the last part of plot
available. This leaves the courtyard as the last available
open space for its users. The courtyard is now more
accessible by some users than other and its use must
be negotiated. It is still a cultural place and used for the
early development of Cuban Salsa.

2019

The courtyard is pseudo public space in a dual state
of decay and constant transformation by its users.
The three-story building is transformed into a six-story
building by inserting barbacoa where possible. The
partial collapse of the surrounding structure and use by
more than 60 families left its marks on both the building
and the courtyard which now resemble a small city
more than a single building. The courtyard is open to
the public, but outsiders do not use it unless they are
visiting someone.
The courtyard functions as flow space for more than
30 apartments and is a heat chimney for all the air
conditioners cooling the housing units and warming up
the corridors leading to the courtyard. It is also used to
keep dogs and dry clothes as well as temporarily storing
building materials for later use in the housing units.

O’Reilly courtyard 2019

O’Reilly courtyard 2019
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Fishing

Cuba has a proud and old fishing tradition dating all
the way back to pre-colonial times. The fishing traditions
in the early and mid-20th century is well described by
authors like Ernest Hemmingway in novels such as the
old man and the sea. After this period the fishing was
industrialized to an extent where machinery to over the
craft of catching fish by hand.

Fishing industry

The volume fish and
other seafood increased
sevenfold during the period
1959–79, with the help of
Soviet financing. The later
breakup of the Soviet Union
caused reduced funding.
Cuba has now diversified its
fishing activities to include
aquaculture (sea bream, sea
bass, tilapia, and carp).

Ernest Hemmingway

The old man and the sea

A story from 1952 by Hemmingway of a proud
fisherman going after a big fish. The tools and
methods used are vividly described.

World Spear Fishing Championships

In 1967 Cuba hosted the World Spear Fishing
Championships. The competition was held on
several locations around the Island. Great resources
were allocated to the event even though it was held
after the Cuban revolution.

Legal change in 2013

Prohibition of commercial fishing

INP Statement from 1967 “Se prohíbe
terminantemente la captura de todas
las especies fluviales y lacustres a los fines
comerciales, a las personas naturales
o jurídicas que se dediquen a esa
labor quedando controlado única y
exclusivamente por el INP, a través de sus
unidades y cooperativas lo relacionado
con la explotación, aprovechamiento
y distribución de toda la fauna fluvial y
lacustre”.

Cuban fishing cooperatives are now
legal.

Sources:
http://www.fao.org/3/w7560e/W7560E07.htm
https://www.edf.org/blog/2013/11/06/cubas-fishing-communities-fight-hardships-sustainable-practices
https://kathleenhertel.com/cuban-fishing-village/
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Aquaculture

There is no record of any aquaculture activities from
the 16th to the 19th centuries. Major efforts to develop
inland fish production were initiated only after the
revolution of 1959. Cuban freshwater aquaculture has
not yet developed on an industrial scale. The total
production is a mere 6000 tonnes, which is about 25% of
the total freshwater fish production of the country.

Statement from The United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization:
“Cuba has great potential for developing fish culture,
although presently the aquaculture production
attempts being made by the fisheries ministry are
limited to some token exploratory ventures. The Pavon
Fingerlings Station produces 30t of American channel
catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) in raceways while in
the Villa Clara Province cages of various dimensions
installed in the Minerva reservoir produce 18t of tilapia.
All the other departmental fish farms in the country are
engaged exclusively in fish seed production for stocking
the reservoirs. This is in sharp contrast to the situation in
many developing countries such as India and Thailand
where most farm activities are focused on aquaculture,
almost neglecting the needs of reservoir fisheries.”

Aquaculture production in tonnes from the reservoirs
of Cuba from 1980 to 1994

Early aquaculture

Test with freshwater fish farming was
conducted by harvesting large amounts of
bullfrogs in the early 60’s. Later that decade
tilapia and carp were introduced into the
government aquaculture testing.

Aquaculture in Hershey

An old sign on the water basin signals
that the government might have used
it for aquaculture already.

A Castro undertaking

The Aquacultural revolution (that almost
happened) was lead by the revolutionary
government of Fidel Castro to ensure
sufficient food production for the inhabitants
of the Island.

Sources:
https://www.ecured.cu/Acuicultura_en_Cuba
http://www.fao.org/fishery/countrysector/naso_cuba/en
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Climate
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Hurricanes

Also known as tropical cyclones, hurricanes are rotating
storm systems with a low-pressure zone in the middle.
They occur in the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean and
typically range from 100 to 2.000 km in size. On average
the north Atlantic Ocean experiences 12 hurricanes
annually.
As a result of angular momentum, the hurricanes in
northern hemisphere spin counters clockwise while
hurricanes in the southern hemisphere spin clockwise.
The first recorded category 5 hurricane hit Cuba in 1937.
Waves of 10 meters crashed into the Malecon. The loss
of vital crops was deemed incalculable.
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Pedology

Soil types
Ferralsols

Acrisols
100 km radius

Gleysols

Hershey

Luvisols

Leptosols

Cambisols

Vertisols

Kastanozems
10 km radius

Phaeozems

1:2.000.000

Phaeozems

Surrounding Hershey are large areas of Phaeozems, one
of the 30 soil groups defined by the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). Phaeozems have a high content of
calcium, resulting in a very permeable, well-aggregated
structure. Phaeozems occur in association with
Chernozems but are more common in humid conditions.
Their surface layers are usually higher in humus than those
of Chernozems and are excellent for growing crops.

Sources:
http://www.fao.org/3/y4801e05.htm
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Ferralsols

Hershey is located on a ridge of Ferralsols, one of the
30 soil groups defined by the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). Ferralsols are defined by a low siltto-clay ratio, high contents of kaolinitic clay and metal
oxides. This composition makes their fertility poor but their
potential as an earthen building material high.
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Vegetation

Ecoregions
Pine forrest

Moist forrest
100 km radius

Dry forrest

Hershey

Cactus scrubs

Wetlands

10 km radius

1:2.000.000

Pine forest

The Cuban pine forests are located in Cuba’s west and
east ends. They are dominated by a single species, the
Caribbean pine tree (Pinus caribaea).

Sources:
https://globalspecies.org/ecoregions/display/NT0304
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Dry forest

Just south of Hershey the dry forest ecoregion begins.
Originally the dry forests accounted for most of the island’s
vegetation. The principal trees in these forests depend on
the availability of water, soil and altitude, but they can
generally be split into evergreen and semi-deciduous
forest. Both type of forest have trees of up to 25 meters of
height.

Cactus scrubs

Hershey is located right on the edge of a cactus scrubs
ecoregion. These regions are located primarily along
patches on the coast and to a lesser extent in the central
part of the island. They are always associated with dry
coastal climates and have a variety of plants including
cacti and small tress.
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Hershey

Hershey is a small-town west of Havana with around
3.000 inhabitants. It is connected to Havana and
Matanzas by train and to the nearby town of Santa
Cruz del Norte by road.
The town is in decay. The closing of the sugar factory
and temporary closing of the ceramic factory has left
it with few sources of income. The result is a declining
social climate among the inhabitants and a structural
and aesthetic decline of their build environment.

Cuba

Factory Timeline
1916

1948

Created

Hershey was founded as a sugar production town by the American chocolate
maker Milton Hershey in 1916. He wanted to establish a reliable source of sugar
for his chocolate production facility in Pennsylvania after WWI broke out in Europe
and disrupted its production of sugar. To achieve this, he made Hershey – a whole
town dedicated solely to producing the sugar his factory needed.

1959
Sold

In 1945 Milton Hershey dies and 3 years
later the company sold the factory to
another producer.

2003

Seized

After the Cuban revolution the factory
was nationalized, and the name of the
town was changed to Camillo Cienfuegos.
Instead of exporting sugar to America, the
factory now exported to the Soviet Union.

Demolished

In 2003 the factory finally closed after no
longer exporting sugar to the Soviet Union
which had kept it running in the from the
60s and forward. The main structures were
torn down while the smaller supporting
structures were left standing.

22

45°
N

Hershey 1:5000

Ocean 2 km

Site: The Basin
The basin is now a barren concrete
depression in the landscape and
the original 2-meter-high concrete
columns are reduced to small
stumps. The rubber sealants in the
edges are rock hard and cracked.
The pumping facility is a ruin. Only
the main basin walls and floor remain
strong. It was used to cool down
factory machines when the sugar
plant was operating.

Centre
The centre of Hershey is both a social
meeting point and the very limited
economic motor for the city. Of the
buildings on the four corners only
three are in operation and one of
these is in very bad condition. A large
ficus tree covers a small square on
the southern corner. Benches are
situated under this tree too create
room for social interactions among
the inhabitants of the city.

Excess tracks
An immense quantity of railroad
tracks was used to create the
infrastructure around the sugar
factory and currently only few are
used for the connection to Matanzas
and Havana. The other tracks are
lying dormant in the landscape
slowly overgrown by vegetation. In
this map alone over 30 km railroad
is shown.

Housing
Hershey is built in an American grid
with American plots and American
styled houses. In the south of the
town are the cheaper wooden
houses for the lower tier workers. The
northern part of town contains the
larger stone houses for the higher
tier of workers and the American
directors living there. Though the city
has undergone immense change
these base structures remain the
same.
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The Chimneys
The three large
chimneys of Hershey
can be seen all the
way to the coast. They
seem to stand as a
monument of the sugar
factory.

Single family
house
An American house
build in wood and
stone is slowly falling
apart.

Social tree
The giant ficus tree in
the centre of Hershey
gives shade and offers
a social space beneath
itself.

Upcycle living
Many smaller
structures have been
remade into sheds for
habitation.

Landscape of
waste
In the surroundings of
Hershey large chunks
of old equipment and
buildings lie dormant.
Heaps of trash also
build up in some
places.

Gradual
collapse
A major part of
the sugar factory
complex is still
standing on the
outside of the train
tracks. It is rusted
to such an extent
that some metal
columns stop
existing in mid-air
instead of reaching
the ground and
supporting the
heavy weight of the
tall structures above
them.
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People

Yuniesky
Yuniesky is from 1993. He has lived in Hershey for two
years in a rusty and overgrown blue shipping container.
It is located west of the chimneys, on the other side
of the railroad tracks from the centre. Prior to living in
the container, he lived for 3 months in a big antique
American-style square building close to the centre of
Hershey. He was born in La Sierra, a small town Northeast of Hershey. Yuniesky is by the looks a very welltrained man, have black short hair and brown skin.
During our talks we did not touch upon family or work.

Information

Yuniesky helped me understand the general functions
of the buildings in the area. This included information
about ceramic factory, which Yuniesky thinks is one of
the most important buildings in the city. It is currently
closed due to maintenance. He also told me about
the oil factory located in the buildings right next to his
own house. This plant is like the sugar factory very big
and very closed. It also had its own building for power
production which was well kept due to people moving
into it and using it as habitation.
Yuniesky is a Russian name. He explained me that is was
normal for people born in the 90s to be named Russian
names. After the fall of the Soviet Union, Cuba’s most
important trading partner, children were given these
foreign names as a respect for their fallen ally.
According to Yuniesky the most important subject to
talk to the people in Hershey about is the present and
future. The past is the past. He believes the single most
extreme event in history of Hershey was the closing of
the sugar factory. He is noticing a similar, but smaller,
effect on the town after the temporary closing of the
ceramic factory.

Encounter

I met Yuniesky on a barren road while walking around
in the Hershey area. He had just taken a shower in a
building across from his home. We started talking about
the buildings near his home and I asked if I could take
a photo of him. He accepted. Afterwards he offered
to show me around and we started walking in a route I

Outlines the different species of lebines for me:
Catfish
The primary species grown as lebines

Mis saludos “
Como van las cosas por allá mi amigo ?
Ahora si puedo comprenderte un poco
mejor, pero comprendo que no es tu
lengua y es por eso que se necesita
esclarecer el dialecto un poco. (
Veamos si un día puedo aprender tu
idioma ). ja ja ja

Secondary fish

Cuban cichild

Tilapia

Trout

Trench

Más sobre las especies de lebines :
Aquí en Cuba tenemos barias especies
de lebines que son los que más se
reproducen.
Primeramente : La claria o pez gato,
en este momento es la especie mas
predominante en la isla y con un
comercio mayor que las demás que
pueda mencionarte. La tenca , la
trucha, la viajaca y la tilapia. Estás
son especies endémicas de la isla y
que se preservan con cuidados hasta
trasladarlas a otros lagos. Cuando
ya crecen un poco hasta su tamaño
normal las industrias laborales pesqueras
pensarán y venderán un a parte a la
población, otra parte serán distribuida a
los centros de elaboración de pastas y
embutidos. Pero la especie del pez gato
a exterminado a muchas otras especies
en los lagos por eso que es la que más
predomina y mas se comercializa en el
territorio. Comprendiste un poco mejor
al respecto ahora, amigo mio ?.
.......

18 Apr 13:56
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had already defined. For 30-40 minutes we talked about
the area and the city while walking. While going down
Calle 4, the main street, I offered to buy him a beer at
the local bar, which he accepted. We got a beer and
talked for about 30 minutes in the bar. I conducted an
interview and recorded it with his consent - this made
the overall vibe slightly more formal than before. After
the interview I gave him a 5cl Johnny Walker Whiskey
I got from the airplane. This made him very happy. He
gave me his contact info and I promised him to send
him the photos I took of him. He also gave me the
contact of a friend of his living in Amsterdam since I
mentioned to him that I was also going there in the start
of May. We said our goodbyes outside the bar as I was
going to eat lunch. Lastly, when looking back over my
shoulder I saw him walking back into the bar.

Notes and thoughts

This was my first Cuban encounter and I am generally
very happy with the extended knowledge I got from
talking to him. Had my Spanish been better at the time
I could have gotten way more details and information.
The language barrier was present most of the time even
though he was very good to slow down his pace and
talk in easy words and phrases.
It might have been more beneficial to follow a route
that Yuniesky made so I could see the town from his
perspective.
During the walk we met with many of his friends and
people that he knew. If I wanted to snowball this would
probably have been no problem.
During my purchases of a beer I was asked to pay
overprice. Yuniesky did not point this out to me,
which really annoyed me since I felt we had a good
connection by then.

Yuniesky explaining fish
species in Cuban Aquaculture
After my encounter with Yuniesky wrote
emails with him to keep in touch and get
additional knowledge on Hershey and
Aquaculture which he, to my surprise,
knows a lot about.

Pedro
Pedro is a 76-year-old former teacher at the local
university; Instituto Polytechnico Jesus Suarez Gayol.
His has lived in Hershey his entire life. During his time at
the university he was teaching welding engineering
and subjects on electrical controllers. He lives in the
post revolution blocks in the northern part of the town
with his with wife Yaimr. They have a 15-year-old son
who is really into computers. They are proud of him and
unfortunately he was not present at my visit.
Pedro has a bad shoulder and cannot work anymore.
His condition has also led to Yaimr quitting her job
selling medicine to support him, which has eliminated
all income to the household. They are not receiving
government support even though none of them is
working, which is making their financial situation very
critical. In their son’s bedroom a window is broken from
a storm. Pedro has friends in Spain where he goes once
a year to visit and get his shoulder checked by Spanish
doctors. Next time he visits he will ask them for financial
help to fix the window.
Pedro is always walking with his cane and averages an
about 2 km/h walking tempo. He has short white hair,
brown skin, an average build of his age. His wife Yaimr
is a large dark-skinned woman half a head taller and
quite a bit heavier than him. She is also younger than
him, by my estimate around three decades. She is a
former basketball player for the national team.

Information

During our initial talks Pedro gave me information on the
structural integrity of the buildings. The clubhouse next
to the main square is, to his belief, in a mixed condition
depending on what elements you look at. The ground
is destroyed, and the roof is slowly falling apart, but he
trusts that the columns are strong as ever. Pedro reckons
that the whole structure can be saved with a “concrete
injection”. He is very confident about the structural
stability of the power station even though it needs an
aesthetic clean-up.
Pedro believes money is the most important thing to
talk about in Hershey at the moment. His idea for kick
starting a tourist economy is the construction of a
miniature sugar factory. This would work as an attraction
and produce small 1 kg bags of sugar sold to tourist for
1-2 CUC – which is a lot of money for the inhabitants
of Hershey. He further extended his pitch to me by
proposing horse carriage rides around the city.
Pedro introduced me to drinking cold water with brown
sugar and lemon. He told me the brown sugar was the
first product of the sugar production and that the drink
had been popular in Hershey from the time of the sugar
factory. He also told me that it never gets below 10
degrees Celsius in Hershey. He believes the healthcare
system in Spain can treat his shoulder better than the
Cuban system can.
His wife Yaimr told me that the city is alive from 7 in the
morning to 8 at night, after 8 one must be careful. She
believes they need a better social climate in the city.

Encounter

When coming to Hershey on the third and last day I
started by sitting on a concrete bench at the main
square. Here I was approached by Pedro. He started
out formally by giving me his hand and introducing
himself. He was badly walking so his rather quick
decision to sit next to me, instead of standing, seemed
quite natural.
Being an engineer Pedro was very comfortable taking
about the structures in Hershey and pointing out their
strengths and weakness to me. After talking on the
bench for 30 minutes we were joined by two fellow
students who had talked very limited to Pedro the day
before as they did not speak Spanish. Pedro invited us
all home to his place for a cup of coffee. We accepted
with a smile. On the way there we were joined by
another student making us four students in total. The trip
there took about 20 minutes due to the bad condition
of Pedro’s leg. On the way we met several of his friends
and a nice of his.
He lived on the third floor of his block and we helped
him up the stairs which took some time. We were
greeted at the top by his wife and dog. After a quick
tour of the apartment we sat down in his living room for
a cup of coffee. As I was the only Spanish and Englishspeaking person I relayed most of the information
between them and the other students, while still having
my own conversations. After 40-50 minutes of visit Yaimr
and I had a conversation about the financial situation
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of the town and them as a family. This topic led to her
asking me for money, which made me propose, in
English, to the other students to leave.
Before leaving we exchanged emails and took a photo
of them. I promised to send it on email. We also invited
them to a social gathering we were having later that
day, but they never showed up.

Notes and thoughts

Pedro was very patient with me and my limited Spanish
was less of problem with him than with Yuniesky. By
seeing his home, we learned a lot by the objects placed
within. The social situation of being in a living room
rather than all the street also made the social setting
very informal and it was it easy striking up conversation
subjects about their living situation by simply point or
asking about elements or objects in their home.
Talking with two people at the same time made the
answers more wholesome as they could help each
other answer different sides of the same question. At
the same time being more students also meant a wider
array of questions being asked. This has resulted in a
lot more data being gathered and recorded from this
encounter as we now have the possibility to discuss
details we missed among each other.

Juan
A carpenter I met in Hershey told me that they move
the entire sawmill and fabrication process out to the
building site. They are getting raw agora logs from far
away and turning them into everything from furniture to
structural beams on site. The carpenter I talked to was
named Juan and he cut out a piece of wood for me to
bring home.

Tomo
A construction worker I met in the poor and tornado hit
area Regla told me that the state pays of everything
when reconstruction occurs, including materials and
workers. The workers were mixing concrete directly on
the street when we encountered them. Afterwards we
got a tour of some of the houses they reconstructed.
They are very proud of the result and confident it will
stand in case of a future tornado.
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Context

Site

To cool down the factory machinery a cooling basin
were constructed. A small building on the South-eastern
side of the basin pumped cool water into the factory
and hot water out into the basin. The hot water was
then sprayed into the air over the basin as part of the
cooling process.
The basin is now a barren concrete depression in the
landscape and the original 2-meter-high concrete
columns are reduced to small stumps. The rubber
sealants in the edges are rock hard and cracked. The
pumping facility is a ruin. Only the main basin walls and
floor remain strong.
The basin is about 70 by 35 meters. The overall cooling
capacity of the plant was later expanded by a cooling
tower and additional cooling basins on the opposite
side of Calle 4, the main street of Hershey.

Cooling process
Water was sprayed into
the air to cool it down

Columns
A six by eight grid of
column bases is still
visible the bottom of
the basin. Originally
these columns were
about two meters high
and supported the
water output lines.
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Original basin layout ▪ 1:200

Pumping station

Water pipe

Column

Spray nozzle
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Column grid

Floor slab grid
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Initial programme sketch

Problem statement

Hershey is a town in decay all on fronts. The closing of
sugar factory removed the cornerstone of the towns
economy which had in turn also been the loadbearing
support of the now declining social climate. From
decades of intensive sugar cane harvesting even the
surrounding environment is in bad shape. The town
needs new regenerative programmes to rejuvenate
itself.
This programme outlines a new social identity for
Hershey supported by a solid food production system
beneficial for all inhabitants and the surrounding
environment.
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Environmental Objectives

Upcycling Hershey

45°
N

Use 90% upcycled and local materials

The western part of Hershey is a wasteland of large
industrial parts floating in the grass and bushes
inhabiting the land. Material scavengers have already
harvested the smaller parts which can be carried by
hand. These materials have been revitalized in new
structures all over town. Most noticeable are the rows of
fences made from welded reinforcement iron.
The large parts in the wasteland still have not found
new function, but some might fit into the structural
requirements of the project. Using them will both
decontaminate the wasteland, secure local labour for
material “production” and secure self-sufficiency from
large contractors. A promising artefact from the factory
are the many kilometres of railroad track located
underneath the vegetation. Within a 1 km radius of the
factory site about 30 km of railway is located – totalling
in 60 km of the railroad tracks.
Some degree of outside material will probably be
needed to create a farming facility without any major
disadvantages. This is the logic behind a 10% buffer
zone.

Tiles

Wood

Design for transformation and disassembly

Machinery

Cubans are masters of transformation and can
potentially transform anything on a very low budget if a
significant incentive is present. This is visible throughout
Havana where colonial style buildings have been
gradually transformed from palaces for the rich to
apartment blocks for the poor. By this notion any
building has great transformation potential in Cuba and
not designing it for transformation will not prevent it from
happening – it will just make it harder for the people
that do it.
To allow for easier changes to the project in the future
it will incorporate DfD principles. This will encourage
change to the structure if beneficial as it will be far
easier than having to reconstruct it

Storage tanks

Wire

Stone
Concrete elements

Regenerate surrounding landscape

The way sugar plantations were managed throughout
the last century was immensely damaging to its
environment. The soil depletion is the most noticeable
effect in Hershey where informants tell off the decline
in cane size from the surrounding fields. They say the
canes had a harvesting thickness of an underarm
during the initial years of farming and declined to the
size of several fingers in the 70s and 80s. Besides making
the fields unprofitable for cane harvesting they are now
also worse for producing food for locals. This leaves a
huge potential for adding nutrients back into the soil by
creating a healthy exchange system with local farmers
and adding beneficial fauna to the project such as
bees. Due to the biological complexity of soil it is hard
to put a specific number on this goal, but the project
must achieve a positive impact on its surrounding
environment – gradually healing the wounds sugar
production gave it

Materials
Choose materials with properties that
ensure they can be reused.

Service Life
Design the building with the whole lifetime
of the building in mind.

Standards
Design a simple building that fits into a
‘larger context’ system.

Rail tracks

GXN’s DfD
principles
The farm will work
optimally with inputs
and outputs from
outside of Hershey,
but it will never be
dependent on them.
If politics changes
and supply lines get
destroyed it will still
function on a smaller
scale locally.

Connections
Choose reversible connections that
can tolerate repeated assembly and
disassembly.
Deconstruction
As well as creating a plan for construction,
design the building for deconstruction.
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Economic Objectives
Create seasonal and day jobs

Hershey has limited job possibilities for its population.
Only few state companies remain operating in the town
and the private businesses are run undercover to avoid
being shut down. As a result, the exact job situation of
the inhabitants is unknown in specifics, but generally it
is no good. A large part of the population lives in some
degree of poverty.
In the early days of Hershey, the entire population was
involved with the sugar factory to some extent. Reachieving this impressive feat will comes with its own
set problems and will likely even be impossible with an
already established town. The project should still be
economically beneficial to a significant fraction of the
population to support the social functions intended. By
creating a seasonal and day jobs for at least 5% of the
population, 150 people, the project will reach all ends
and neighbourhoods of the town. This will increase the
associated identity with the production facility and
while benefiting the involved inhabitants economically.

Farm 10% of nutrition needed

Cuba imports 80% of its food costing about $2 billion
annually. The state encourages the creation of farming
cooperatives as they are more efficient at producing
food than the state-owned companies. As a result,
these cooperatives are more politically secure than
non-agricultural cooperatives, which have been shut
down by the state from time to time.
Hershey’s 3.000 inhabitants will consume about 3.75
billion kcal annually based on the Cuban average
energy consumption of 3.420 kcal per capita per day.
Growing this amount of energy as a traditional cereal
like wheat would take up about 345 hectares of land
outside of the city. A site within the town will never be
able to reach these factors of energy without the use
of intensive technological systems like super-tall vertical
farming which would be socially and economically
unrealistic in this context.
To reach the 10% mark 375 million kcal will need to
be produced every year. This will require an intensive
farming system but can still function without expensive
imported harvesting and production systems. An
intensive aquatic system could be the main driver of the
system as the site affords it and the nutritional output
can be extremely high.

Secure economic self-sufficiency

The sugar factory was built with one sole client for their
product; The Hershey chocolate production facility in
Pennsylvania. They took the entire production from the
plant and in return infused the town with the money,
infrastructure and materials to require maintaining it and
its inhabitants. In a politically and technologically static
world this would be an ideal system.
After the revolution the government took over the sugar
production and the client changed to the USSR. Politics
had changed both the owner and client of the sugar
production. The upkeep of the town and salary of its
workers was now provided by the Cuban government
and it slowly fell in decay like the rest of Cuba. After the
collapse of USSR and gradual decrease in global sugar
production prices the plant finally closed in 2003. Killed
by outside political and economic factors and unable
to sustain itself within the town the plant had no future.
These events are unfortunately common on Cuba
where everyone except the centralized communist
leadership has little incentive to improve industry and

Dependence

World Ecosystem
Politically unstable

MUST BE OPEN

Factory Ecosystem

$

$

Money

Money

Management

Workforce

Workers

Sugar

Factory

Specialist

Workforce

Fields

Area efficiency

Apple
4.1 kcal/m2/day

Sugar cane
9.6 kcal/m2/day

Sweet potatoe Aeroponics
98 kcal/m2/day

Sweet potatoe
Hydroponics
26 kcal/m2/day

To produce a
significant fraction
of Hershey’s food
demand on limited
space a system of
efficient area use is
paramount. Traditional
systems use large areas
to grow nutrients. A
Tilapia based system
is the most efficient
aquacultural system
and can grow food
600 times more area
efficient than beef.
Combining different
systems into the farm
will be beneficial to
all its subparts, but
most of the space
will be allocated for
aquaculture. Subparts
of the system will ideally
generate some benefit
for the aquaculture.

Buyer

Maintenance

Seller

Carrot
2.2 kcal/m2/day

Sugar

Storage

Sugar Cane

Chicken
0.5 kcal/m2/day

The sugar factory was
largely dependent on
actors outside Hershey.
The product, in those
quantities, were
unusable by inhabitants
and the machinery
needed inputs
impossible to supply
from local production.

MUST BE OPEN

Hershey Ecosystem
Politically stable

Fuel

Beef
0.4 kcal/m2/day

secure its future.
The ability to operate in economic isolation is therefore
beneficial when operating within the Cuban political
climate. Obtaining this quality does not mean the
project will strive for isolation. Cooperation and
relationships with outside actors will still be hugely
beneficial to the project, but if they fail the project
must have the ability to continue at some capacity. By
having food exchanged for labour and small closed
loop system could easily be created within the city. The
sheer scale and machinery maintenance of the sugar
factory eliminated any chance of it functioning isolated.

Farmers

Equipment

Seller

Independence

World Ecosystem
Politically unstable

CAN BE OPEN

Hershey Ecosystem
Politically stable

Nutrients

Fish

MUST BE OPEN

Farm Ecosystem

Workforce

Workers

Honey
125 kcal/m2/day

The farm will work
optimally with inputs
and outputs from
outside of Hershey,
but it will never be
dependent on them.
If politics changes
and supply lines get
destroyed it will still
function on a smaller
scale locally.

Nutrients

Fields

Nutrients

Farm
Fish

Equipment

Seller

$
Money

Buyer
Plugin functions

Cooporative

$
Money

Tilapia Aquaculture
240 kcal/m2/day
Products

Customers
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Social Objectives

Courtyards
Cuban courtyards are
common especially in
larger blocks in the city.
They are used to make
social breaks in the
urban fabric.

Offer variated social spaces

Cubans generally socialise in public or semi-public
spaces. This may be a result of their smaller homes, their
social culture or a mix of the two. It increases the load
on social meeting points which in Hershey is the central
square and the discotheque. Formerly the social club
was also under use, but it is now under decay as a
direct result of the declining economic situation. It may
be labelled as the main driver of the social decline in
the town which would have a great social potential if
the economy would allow it.
When the projects bring new economy into the town it
must therefore also bring new social possibilities with it
to handle the larger social load it will afford the town.
These will have to correspond with the qualities of the
Cuban social spaces where borders of private and
public an almost blurred and open space is preferred
over closed. The spaces will be paired with technical
functions for the benefit of both the systems and the
users.

Create inclusive events

At the end of each harvest the sugar factory would
bring together the entire town to the annual party of
the town. The sugar day it is called. It still exists and was
last celebrated on the 21st of March 2019 – though in a
much smaller scale and with a historical meaning rather
than an economical one.
Events likes these not only affords extreme social
interaction but also establishes the importance of the
facility that host them. The project will have at least one
of these events to increase social interaction in the city
as well as establishing itself as a facility with only positive
effects for the inhabitants and their environment.

Create urban rhythms in Hershey

During the time of the sugar factory workers could read
the process stage of the sugar by the hue of the smoke
coming of the chimneys. Their knowledge of the sugar
production was interwoven with their daily working
routines. An annual production rhythm was also present
in the town. The harvest would only last for 2-3 months
which was when most workers was needed. This was
when the town was most active. The remaining months
were known as “el tiempo muerto” – the dead time.
These rhythms created a strong sense of the passing of
time in town. You knew what time of day it was by the
smoke in the sky and what time of year by the number
of people on the street. This project will take inspiration
from these rhythms to create its own. On a town scale
the presence of the project will not be as grand as that
off the sugar factory. For the workers, on the other hand,
it must have an equal effect of the factory creating
definitions of time in their lives.

Factory rhythms
Harvest &
production

The factory had
defined clear rhythms
for the town and its
inhabitants while
working.

Factory
Yearly rhythem
Annual party

El tiempo
muerto

Work

Sleep

Factory Worker
Daily rhythem

Freetime
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Design

Design development

Brief

Input

Rail potential

I discover the structural potential of the nearby train
tracks.

Aquaculture

I discover the potential for fish farming in the site and in
the Cuban context.

Input

Input

Social needs

I become aware of the social implications of the closing
factory and the need for new social programme.

First 3D sketch

I started my process with the idea of creating a light
structure atop an aquacultural system.

Model

Input
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Courtyards

Having investigated courtyards as drivers
of social interaction in Cuba I used them as
the main social space in the project.

O'Reilly 458

Palacio de los Condes
de Casa Bayona

Hotel Floria

Galeries de Paseo

Casa del
conde de Jaruco

Palacio Brunet
Hotel Conde
de Villanueva
Palacio de los
Capitanes Generales

San Ignacio no. 360

Input

Hershey Barracones

Courtyard investigation

To understand the size, elements and functional
capacities of the courtyard I investigate 10 courtyards.

Input

Rammed earth

I discover the soil quality around the site is perfect
for making rammed earth courtyards and that Cuba
already has a long history with this material.
Next page

Second 3D sketch

In the second sketch the courtyards are very dominant
and makes the structure too heavy in weight and feel.
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Layout sketching

I do a series of 2D sketches to define the grid
and its meeting with the different corners
– which will have different types of users
entering.

Input

Wind and sun

To benefit the natural ventilation and shield
against sun the building grid is rotated
towards East North-East, 22.5 degrees of
the original grid.

Input

Previous page

Third 3D sketch

The third sketch is a lighter structure thereby overcoming the
heaviness of the second sketch but it also represents a problem
in scale that I was unable to detect before visualizing it.

Model
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Grid sizing

To make the best of the 39-foot
rail tracks (11.88m) I investigated
different integer fractions of 12 to
create a grid. To accommodate
the smallest courtyard, which
should be around 30 square
meters, a 4x6 meter grid is the most
efficient.

24 m2

12 m2

Grid reduction

The grid is halved from 4x6 to 4x3
meters. This allows me to work in
a higher resolution as the building
decreases in size.

Input

Input

Programme sharpening

To avoid building and designing more than
necessary the programme is defined and distributed
between the two pavilions.

Project model

The final model shows the reduction and sharpening of the third 3D sketches and
is able to stay completely within the boarders of the basin- thereby leaving room
for additional organoponico farming around the basin.
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Model

Design

Strategies

Courtyard centred design

The courtyard works as the backbone of
the building offering social space to the
users and cross-stabilising the rail track grid
surrounding them.

Building in stages

The possibility to run a full-scale fish
operation can be achieved without
building the last courtyard and its
surrounding grid. This second stage of
the building will be completed when the
cooperative has gathered the economy to
build it.

Extending the Organoponico

The neighbouring garden, also known as
an Organoponico, is extended into the site
and the agricultural waste used as fish feed.
Several planters are also to be placed on
to of the structure to grow fruit and support
the shading.
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Shading the structures

To deal with the sun Aand heat the
southern façade is covered in climbing
plants. An additional space is also created
between the structure and the plants.

Optimising the flow

The pavilion has bridges entering from
all corners to allow direct access from
all sides. The west appeals to tourist and
outsiders, leading them into the large public
courtyard. The other bridges appeal to
locals and workers.

Ventilating with wind

The building is rotated towards East
North-East to catch the wind and funnel it
through the courtyards to cool them. The
open structure allows high speed winds or
hurricanes to pass through it.
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Design

Form

North Pavillion

Pump house
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Organoponico

Sourth Pavillion
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Plan

Basin 1

1:100

Storage tanks

Tool shed

Courtyard

Feed storage
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Pump House

Basin 2

Basin 3
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Workshop

Workshop

tyard

Basin 2
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Programme
1:100

Storage tanks

Seven storage tanks are integrated into the north
pavilion to store fish manure and dry fish feed such as
duck weed.

Tool shed

Tools for repair and maintenance will be kept in this
shed.

Storage shed

Agricultural feed brought in by farmers will be stored in
this shed.

Brood stock basin

The 10 basins will host adult fish spawning new eggs.
Besides holding the proposed fish, they will also be a test
centre for introducing new species to the system and
expanding the complexity of the fish polyculture.

1:100
48

Workshops (stage 2)

Workshops are placed on the north side of the
courtyard. They will work with fish-leather and local
materials to create items that can be sold to both
inhabitants of Hershey and tourist.

Cooperative office (stage 2)

To manage the operation and the
cooperative itself and office and meeting
space is constructed.

Brood stock shed

The shed contains the tools and feed
required for maintain the brood stock.

Kitchen (stage 2)

A small kitchen serves the largest of the three courtyards
and can serve drinks and small plates of food to its
guests.

Fish storage

The fish that are not immediately sold or
given away to workers as pay will be stored
in fridges and freezers here. The cooperative
should strive to keep the need for storage
as little as possible due to the energy needs
associated with cooling.
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Design

Courtyards

Three courtyards made of rammed earth form the social and structural
cores of the building. Their different sizes and neighbouring functions
offer different uses and levels of privacy. Additionally Basin 2 is used as a
4th seasonal courtyard for one week each year.

Southern courtyard

Northern courtyard

The northern courtyard is the smallest courtyard
at only 12 m2. It is a functional space serving the
surrounding functions. It will be used to sharpen
and clean tools as it has the best microclimate
of the northern pavilion. Workers will bump into
each other in this courtyard and it will be a wellsuited place for small breaks.

The southern courtyard is 24 m2 and located
next to the fish storage shed and brood stock
which will attract locals and to some extent
tourist. In this courtyard locals will regularly
bump into workers here which can tell them the
latest news about the pavilion. It can also be
used as a workspace for packing fish or sorting
the brood stock.

Western courtyard

The western courtyard is the largest
at 48 m2, and highest at 10.1 m, of
the rammed earth courtyards. It is
surrounded by social functions and is
served by a small kitchen that can serve
visitors drinks and small dishes of food.
Meetings between tourist and locals will
make the courtyard a space you seek
for getting new acquittances.

1:200
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Seasonal courtyard

Once per year Basin 2 will be harvested and
emptied of water. This will leave the basin
empty of water for a week and the annual “Dia
del pesca”, an event celebrating the harvest,
will be conducted as a giant feast after sunset
within the basin. After being dry for one week
the basin will filled again to be used as a pool
for inhabitants and tourist over the four hottest
summer months and the start of the hurricane
season.

Basin 2
First week of June

Basin 2
June to September

Basin 2
October to May
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Design

Fish Basins

Basin 1 (North Basin)
640 m2
1152 m3

Basin 2 (Center Basin)
912 m2
1642 m3

Basin 3 (South Basin)
868 m2
1562 m3

10% Freshwater prawns

80% Silver carp
80% Catfish

70% Tilapia

20% Common carp
20% Common carp

20% Common carp

Triennial polyculture

To ensure a healthy population of fish the basins will
host a polyculture. The five different species of fish have
been chosen due to their different feeding habits and
in their relation the other fish in the basins. While Basin
1 and 3 are triennial, Basin 2 will be harvested and
emptied once per year du to the fast growth of tilapia
and giant fresh water prawns.
The common carps are bottom feeders and will live of
the solid waste falling to the bottom of the basin. They
will be present in all three basins.
The tilapia and silver carp are top feeders and will
eat from the upper part of the basin. The tilapia also
improves the oxygen balance by feeding on the
detritus which would otherwise decompose and take
up oxygen.
The giant fresh water prawns will eat algae that forms
on top of the water.
The catfish are middle feeders proven to be extremely
well suited for aquaculture in Cuba.

Santa Cruz

Rio Blanco

Utilising the rivers

A pipe will connect the basin to the nearby Rio Blanco,
a stream located 1.2 km South-West of the pavilion. This
will provide the basin with the water needed for the
aquaculture operation. Only if the river runs dry will the
ground water pumps in the pump house will be used.
The excess water will be led into the Santa Cruz river,
which outlets into the sea 1 km afterwards.

Water flow

To sustain a healthy aquaculture the system needs to
change at least 5% of its water per day. This equals to
2.6 litres per second for the fishing pavilions basins. The
water will be pumped in from the South-west bank and
sucked out from the North-east bank to create a stable
waterflow around all three basins.
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Design

Ownership

The cooperative will be more than 80% owned by the
community and up to 20% owned by one or several
investors from Hershey (e.g. the doctor or the director
of the ceramics factory). This division of ownership will
be a result of the construction cost in materials and
workforce. These owners or shareholders will be in
charge of maintaining the structure and will receive
their own share off excess money or fish not used to pay
workers with.

Investors

The cooperative will be owned
up to 20% by one or more
cash investors who injects the
necessary money for the initial
construction. This will finance
the equipment needed to
treat the local materials and
buy what cannot be harvested
in the town. A significant
fraction of this cash will be
spent on renting a crane for
the construction.
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Community

The community will contribute to the building project
in three ways: Donation of cash, donation of materials
and as workforce for the construction. They will own
most of the shares in the cooperative and be the
driving force of the whole operation.

Construction
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Construction

Overview
Organoponico

Functions

Steel wire

Floorslabs

Courtyards

Railtrack structure

Concrete foundation

Site
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Construction

Foundations

Principal material Concrete
Quantity 72.6 m3

Harvest

The aggregate will be harvested from exiting concrete
structures and foundations around Hershey. In the
Nordic countries this approach would be called
“Upcycle Concrete” – but in the Cuban context it is
more common to reuse potential aggregate than to
throw it away due to scarcity of materials.

Cement

Cement will be
bought in mixed
into the aggregate.

Crushing

The concrete will be crushed
into aggregate. As shown in
the picture, a machine for this is
already present in the town.

Mixing

The materials will be mix on site
without the use of machinery.

Casting

Columns and stairs will have standard reusable
formwork created. This will be made of wood and be
supported by existing concrete blocks and rail tracks.
All concrete casting will be in-situ to avoid the use of
cranes or large machinery to move the cast concrete
blocks around.
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DIY concrete crusher in Hershey
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Rail tracks in Hershey
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Construction

Superstructure

Principal material Rail track
Quantity 3 572 m

Standard

The factory used an old American rail standard from the start
of the 20th century. It has not been replaced or modified
since it was built. The 100-pound-per-yard standard is fairly
small compared to modern rail standards, but as a structural
building material it is still a strong piece of metal formed to
withstand large loads without major deformation.

1:1 Rail section

To avoid weak points the rails have no sharp corners and the
bottom is the only straight surface of the rail.
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Connections
To ensure easy assembly and disassembly all joints
are made using M16 construction bolts with a 60mm
tread. Joints penetrating the bottom section of the rail
will have a special tilted washer to create a surface
perpendicular to the bolt. The four main connections
are shown on the following pages.

Connection R1

Connection R3

Connection R2

Connection R4
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Connection R1
1:5
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Connection R2
1:5
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Connection R3
1:5
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Connection R4
1:1 Physical model
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Harvest

The 3.6 km of track needed can all be
harvested within 600 meters of the site.
The tracks weigh 540 kg each and will
have to be moved with either horses or
wagons.

Treatment

When arriving to the site the rails will be drilled and
if needed assembled.

Setup

To place the rails a crane will be needed. Getting
and paying for this crane will be one of the primary
expenses and challenge in the construction phases
and should be dealt with early in the planning
process.

Assembly

The rails are bolted together while
supported by the crane.
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Construction

Courtyards

Principal material Rammed Earth
Quantity 167.3 m3

Integration in grid 1:20

The earth is rammed around the rail grid.
The cavities in the rail column are filled
with rammed earth as a low-tech joint
between the two materials.

Collection

The earth is collected from
the site of the old factory
located only 250 meters
from the site. Because
Hershey is located on a
patch of Ferralsols all earth
is highly suitable for building
rammed earth walls.

Ramming

Mixing

The process of making a rammed
earth wall starts with pouring a 10
cm layer of earth into the form and
ramming it. This is then repeated on
top of the rammed layer and the
process continued until the desired
height is reached.

To secure that the wall can
withstand its own weight and height
(of maximum 10.1 meters) I will be
mixed with 3-5% cement.

Formwork

A formwork of wood is
built around the future
walls.
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Roof 1:10

To protect the top corners of the wall from water
damage a small roof is placed around the wall.
This is made from metal sheets and fastened to
the wall directly.

Ledge 1:10

Where the wall decreases in width a small piece
of metal is placed to protect it.

Opening 1:10

Steel plates fastened to rail
track with M16 construction
bolts are used to carry the
weight over the openings in
the wall.

400 mm width

Foundation 1:10

The earth is rammed
directly atop a concrete
foundation - which are cast
with a 2 cm tolerance gap
on each side.

500 mm width

600 mm width
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Construction

Platforms

Principal material Wood
Quantity 1 379 m2

Local

During construction
an on-site sawmill will
process new and reused
wood from the area
and the abandoned
buildings. The sawmill
seen on this image is on
on-site sawmill located
right next to the building
under construction, close
to Hershey.
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Construction

Wire

Principal material Steel Wire
Quantity 2 547 m

Harvest

Mesh

Being a former industrial
town, Hershey has
a massive amount
of redundant power
infrastructure. Powerlines
are one of these and can
be harvested to create
the supporting steel wire
grid. Many powerlines have
already been harvested by
inhabitants and could be
donated to the project.

To grow a shading wall of
climbing plants a wire mesh
will have to be constructed
or harvested.
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Construction

Organoponico

Principal materials Wood & Earth
Wood quantity 1 637 m2
Earth quantity 629 m3

Organoponico

The new organoponico will
be built in a similar style as
the existing and be filled
with the highly fertile soil
from the surroundings of
Hershey.
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Construction

Functions

Principal materials Steel & Wood

Donations

The easiest way to construct
these buildings is by the
donation of materials from
inhabitants whom have
already collected it.

Reusing old structures

Several houses in Hershey
are falling apart slowly, but
still have many materials
that could be reused in
the pavilion. This includes
elements such as doors,
shutters and structural
wood.
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Construction

Special elements

Water pumps

The existing ground water
pumps will need to be
repaired. This will be done
with the help of engineers
from the local polytechnical
university.

Brood basin

The basins will be
constructed of storage
tanks from the industrial site.
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Storage tanks

Coolers

The storage tanks for food
and fish manure can be
harvested directly from the
industrial site but will need
equipment to be moved.

Keeping a small stock of
harvested fish in the pavilion
will require several coolers
and freezers on site.

Basin doors

The doors will be
constructed of metal with
rubber seals. Getting this
seal tight and generally
constructing the doors
should be dealt with as
a major challenge of
the construction during
both the planning and
construction phases.
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Appendix

Appendix 1

Anthropology workshop

Ethnographic Deep Dive
Behavior

Culture
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Quantitative
Qualitative Formal
Qualitative Informal

CWR

By knowing the different ethnological tools, I will be better
at choosing the right approach for data gathering in Cuba.
The interviews conducted in Aarhus were greatly defined
by the initial notions of the interviewees which I hope will be
less present Cuba. I have been very successful at getting
initial contact and information from interviewees over the
last days - but I am unfortunately prone to asking a lot of
leading questions. I will have to practice open questions over
the coming weeks, so that my data from Cuba won’t be
contaminated by my presumptions.
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Appendix 2

O’Reilly 458
1:50 model

O’Reilly 458 in 2019

O’Reilly 458 in 1922

O’Reilly 458 in 2019

O’Reilly 458 in 1922
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O’Reilly 458 in 1922

O’Reilly 458 in 2019

O’Reilly 458 in 2019

O’Reilly 458 in 2019
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Appendix 3

Fish Calculations

Basin
North

Size m2 Fish Latin Name

1152

Hypophthalmichthys Molitrix
Cyprinus carpio

Silver Carps
Common Carps

1642

Oreochromis urolepis hornorum
Macrobrachium rosenbergii
Cyprinus carpio

Wami/Mozambique Hybrid Tilapia
Giant river prawn
Common Carps

1562

Clarias Gariepinus
Cyprinus carpio

African Catfish
Common Carps

Center

South

Fish Name

Grow time in days

Max density kg/m3

Target density kg/m3

%

Full stock Kg

Kcal/100g Kcal total

1095
1095

30
40

30
30

80%
20%

27648
6912

92
127

25436160
8778240

245
245
245

50
10
40

40
10
40

70%
10%
20%

45976
1642
13136

129
104
127

59309040
1707680
16682720

1095
1095

400
40

40
40

80%
20%

49984
12496

144
127

71976960
15869920

TOTAL HARVEST
TOTAL STOCK

Month
Month

Total
kg/m3
Harvest

Sep
1

oct
2

nov
3

dec
4

jan
5

feb
6

mar
7

apr
8

maj
9

jun
10

2304
576
2880
2.5

4608
1152
5760
5

6912
1728
8640
7.5

9216
2304
11520
10

11520
2880
14400
12.5

13824
3456
17280
15

16128
4032
20160
17.5

18432
4608
23040
20

20736
5184
25920
22.5

23040
5760
28800
25

34482
40229
1231.5 1436.75
9852
11494
45565.5 53159.75
27.75
32.375

45976
1642
13136
60754
37
60754

44985.6 34988.8
24992
11246.4
8747.2
6248
56232
43736
31240
36
28
20
10934 22388.67 33843.33

0
0
0
0
0

5747
205.25
1642
7594.25
4.625

Total
kg/m3
Harvest

Total
kg/m3
Harvest

11494
17241
410.5
615.75
3284
4926
15188.5 22782.75
9.25
13.875

22988
28735
821 1026.25
6568
8210
30377 37971.25
18.5
23.125

49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
40
40
40
40
40
40
5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667

5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667
66169.5 59316.67 52463.83
45611 38758.17 31905.33 25052.5

TOTAL FEED

1307.2
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1364.8 1574.285

1783.77 1993.255

10934 22388.67 33843.33
60754
23927 34256.17
56040 104734.5

2202.74 2287.265

2246.83 2206.395

1791.08

jul
11

aug
12

Sep
13

oct
14

nov
15

dec
16

jan
17

feb
18

mar
19

apr
20

maj
21

jun
22

jul
23

aug
24

Sep
25

oct
26

nov
27

dec
28

jan
29

feb
30

mar
31

apr
32

maj
33

jun
34

jul
35

aug
36

25344
6336
31680
27.5
1000

27648
6912
34560
30
1000

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

27648
6912
34560
30
2880

24883.2
6220.8
31104
27
6048

19353.6
4838.4
24192
21
12384

13824
3456
17280
15
18720

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

34482
40229
1231.5 1436.75
9852
11494
45565.5 53159.75
27.75
32.375

45976
1642
13136
60754
37
60754

34482
40229
1231.5 1436.75
9852
11494
45565.5 53159.75
27.75
32.375

45976
1642
13136
60754
37
60754

5747
205.25
1642
7594.25
4.625

11494
17241
410.5
615.75
3284
4926
15188.5 22782.75
9.25
13.875

22988
28735
821 1026.25
6568
8210
30377 37971.25
18.5
23.125

5747
205.25
1642
7594.25
4.625

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

4165.333
1041.333
5206.667
3.333333

8330.667
2082.667
10413.33
6.666667

12496
3124
15620
10

16661.33
4165.333
20826.67
13.33333

20826.67
5206.667
26033.33
16.66667

24992
6248
31240
20

29157.33
7289.333
36446.67
23.33333

33322.67
8330.667
41653.33
26.66667

37488
9372
46860
30

41653.33
10413.33
52066.67
33.33333

45818.67
11454.67
57273.33
36.66667

1000
93675

1000
82615.5

2880
73436

2880
64256.5

2880
55077

2880
45897.5

2880
36718

2880
27538.5

2880
18359

2880
9179.5

2880
0

63634
51574.5

2880
42395

633.6

691.2 795.3333 899.4667 1155.485 1411.503 1667.522

1923.54 2179.558 2435.577 2691.595 2947.613 1836.667

49984
12496
62480
40

11494
17241
410.5
615.75
3284
4926
15188.5 22782.75
9.25
13.875

22988
28735
821 1026.25
6568
8210
30377 37971.25
18.5
23.125

Month

Day

49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
49984
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
12496
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
62480
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667 5206.667

2880 8086.667 8086.667 8086.667 8086.667 8086.667 8086.667 11254.67 17590.67 23926.67 65960.67 5206.667 5206.667
33215.5 29242.67 25269.83
21297 17324.17 13351.33
9378.5 8573.667 14104.83
25972 79873.17 73020.33 66167.5

1940.8

Averages
TOTAL
Year

1940.8

1940.8 2092.685

85

2244.57 2396.455

2548.34 2631.105

2644.75 2658.395

2464.68

1249.6

1249.6

434140 144713.3 12059.44 396.4749

2074880 691626.7 57635.56 1894.868
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